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Phase is known as polishing, conditioning, or disinfecting. This one is goal specific. Namely, what are you going to do with the water? If you send it to the sanitary sewer, your goals are fairly easy to achieve. You may not need further treatment here. If you want to recycle the water and plan to have your employees use the water for pressure washing, which creates a mist, you should design your system to provide clean and disinfected water.

In the next article we will explore the various individual technologies available to you. I am sure you will find some of them as fascinating as I did.

In Memory

Donald H. Scott, 71, died September 6, 1993. Mr. Scott was the founder and president of the Naiad Company, a manufacturer of wetting agents for golf courses and sports fields. He had been an affiliate member of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of Northern California since 1978; he joined GCSAA in 1982. Mr. Scott was one of the pioneers in the field of wetting agent technology and was widely recognized as an expert in the field. He is survived by his wife, Valeria, and his daughter, Janet Karrick.

WELCOME TO THE GREEN

Welcome to the following new GCSANC members:

- Eugene Dommer
  Superintendent
  Colusa Golf and CC
  Class B Transfer

- Ross Miller
  Superintendent
  Valley Gardens Golf Course
  Associate

- John Gingrich
  Asst. Manager
  Pro-Grass Landscape
  Affiliate

- Tony Alves
  Owner
  Tony’s Equipment Repair
  Affiliate

Applications have been approved for membership for the listed classification pending the 30-day waiting period, verification of status, or passage of any required tests.

- Dana Waldor
  Passed Class A Exam
  Hidden Valley Lake Golf Course

- Ron Fukuyama
  Passed Class B Exam
  Aetna Springs Golf Course

Bob Walker, former assistant at Deep Cliff GC in Cupertino, is the new “head duck” at Mallard Lake Golf Course in Yuba City... Bob Whittaker (with the H.V. Carter Company) also known as Chief Anti-Submarine Warfare Operator Robert A. Whitaker III, United States Naval Reserve, recently retired from the Naval Reserve after over 26 years of dedicated service. A ceremony was held at Moffett Field in his honor... Cypress Point Golf Club Superintendent Jeff Markow is undertaking a sacred project. He is supervising the installation of a Rainbird irrigation system. Hydro Engineering was awarded the contract.
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